
Key Concepts
Floating car data (FCD)
Data generated by one vehicle as a sample to assess 
the overall traffic condition (“cork swimming in the 
river”). Comprises basic vehicle telemetry such as 
speed, direction and, most importantly, the position 
of the vehicle, i.e., vehicle tracking data using typi-
cally GPS devices.

Map-Matching
Sampling vehicular movement using GPS is affected 
by error sources. Vehicle tracking data is related to 
road network by using map-matching algorithms.

Travel Time
Map-matching the tracking data produces travel 
time data related to a specific edge in the road 
network. Collection of large amounts of tracking data 
and, thus, travel times produces travel time profiles 
for a road network.
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Static vs. Dynamic Link-based Speed Types
Daily courses of speed profiles and current travel 
times derived from historic and current FCD, respec-
tively, provide dynamic link-based speed types, i.e., 
dynamic impedance in a road network.
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Partners
RTD Providers

The Data and Knowledge Engineering Group 
(DKE) a research group at the Research Academic 
Computer Technology Institute (CTI), a public 
research institute under the supervision of the Greek 
ministry of eduction with offices in Patras and Ath-
ens, is the project coordinator of TRACK&TRADE. DKE 
conducts research in the area of data management, 
with a focus on spatial and temporal data, typically in 
the scope of national and European funded research 
projects. Recent activities include a project on tele-
matics services for the Greek market and a European 
IST project on mobile computing. 

The Institute of Transport Research at the
German Aerospace Center in Berlin, Germany, 
has established itself as an independent centre of 
excellence for transport research. Its expertise covers 
all transport modes with special focus on transport 
system analysis, transport information science and 
transport system technologies. Research relevant to 
TRACK&TRADE research was conducted in the area of 
Taxi FCDs (cf. www.cityrouter.com).

The Business Informatics Group at the Vienna 
University of Technology in Vienna, Austria has an 
active research focus in the areas of Data Engineer-
ing, Process Engineering, Web Engineering, and 
Model Engineering. The group has been involved in 
several national and European research projects relat-
ing to the various research areas.

SME Partners

WIGeoGIS is one of the leading European enterpris-
es in the area of geo-marketing and internet/mobile 
GIS. The company has more than 300 customers at 2 
enterprise locations in Vienna and Munich. 

Emphasis Telematics in Athens, Greece is a key 
player in the development of telematics solutions 
for the Greek market. Market activities cover a broad 
range of solutions applied to fleet tracking and man-
agement, telemetry and bulk SMS applications. 

Geomatics in Athens, Greece conducts consulting, 
research and applications development in a wide 
spectrum of services covering aerial photography, 
photogrammetric mapping, digital cartography, geo-
graphic Information Systems applications, produc-
tion and distribution of digital data.

GreenWay Systeme GmbH in Frankfurt (Oder), Ger-
many has its major expertise in the development and 
production of traffic telematic systems and system 
services for traffic control and road construction site 
monitoring. Products include the GreenWay system 
(GWS), a satellite supported control system for prior-
ity switching of traffic lights for emergency vehicles 
and Staucon a sensor-supported control system at 
road construction sites connected to variable mes-
sage signs.

Talent in Athens, Greece is a high-tech start-up 
company founded in 2002 aimed at creating innova-
tive products and services in the fields of education, 
culture, tourism, environment and commerce. The 
company’s flagship product Cruiser, a new medium 
for publishing, advertising, searching, expressing and 
communicating on the web, based on maps and 
geographic space.

The TRACK&TRADE 
project 
Building a data mart 
for floating car data
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The Project
The TRACK&TRADE project “Building a data mart 
for floating car data” is a cooperative research 
project funded by the European Commission under 
contract number COOP-CT-2006-032823. 

The project consortium includes three research 
providers (RTDs) and five small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs). 

The scope of the project is the development and 
creation of a Web-based data , travel times, mart 
for the collection of Floating Car Data (FCD) and 
the provision of value-added services. 

A myriad of traffic-related services such as traffic 
management, traffic planning, the provision of ser-
vices related to traffic such as navigational services, 
fleet management solutions and telematics services, 
or simply traffic news depend on the accurate as-
sessment of traffic conditions. So far, this is achieved 
by establishing a costly, stationary sensor network 
covering the roads and areas in question. 

The TRACK&TRADE project aims at exploiting the un-
tapped resource of FCD as a cost-efficient means for 
accurate assessment of traffic conditions. To address 
the shortcomings of today’s FCD-based systems, we 
advocate a Web-based approach for the collec-
tion and exploitation of the large pool of existing 
Floating Car Data (FCD) sources. FCD are data 
generated by tracking vehicles to sample the overall 
traffic conditions. Having large amounts of vehicles 
collecting such data for a given spatial area such 
as a city (e.g., taxis, public transport, utility vehicles, 
private vehicles) will create an accurate picture of the 
traffic condition in time and space. Although large 
volumes of such data do exist they have not been 
utilized and exploited yet.

The TRACK&TRADE 
Approach
Project Objective
The TRACK&TRADE objective is the development 
and creation of 
• a Web-based data mart for the collection of  

Floating Car Data (FCD)
• respective data management technology incl. 

map-matching
• value-added services creation based on dynamic 

travel times.

Project Results
Data Model
Based on data format surveys and requirements 
specifications towards the set of attributes required 
for a universal data collection format, an extensible 
TRACK&TRADE data model was defined. The XML-
based model captures not only various types of FCD 
sources, but also traffic count information and related 
data such as weather information and TMC data. 

OBSERVATION
-SRCID[1] : string
-STATUS[0..1] : string

ACTUAL
-TS[1] : string

POSITION
-POS[1]
-CELLID[0..1] : string

1 1

SRC

TRAFFICSRC
-MEASUREDSPEED[0..1] : int
-VEHICLETYPE[1] : string

SENSOR
-SENSORTYPE[1] : string
-VEHICLECOUNT[1] : int
-DIRECTION[1] : string
-INTERVAL[0..1] : int

FCD
-TS_0[0..1] : string
-DURATION[0..1] : int
-POS_0[0..1] : POSITION
-DEGREE[0..1] : double

1

1

INFOSRC
-DESC[1] : string

WEATHERSRC
-TEMP[0..1] : byte
-WINDSPEED[0..1] : byte
-RAINFALL[0..1] : byte
-MINTEMP[0..1] : byte
-MAXTEMP[0..1] : byte

BROADCASTSRC
-DIRECTION[1] : string
-CODE[1..*] : long
-TSSTART[1] : string
-TSEND[1] : string

xFCDSRC
-SPEED[1] : int
-TEMP[1] : byte

EXTENT
-Polygon[1]
-posLL[1]
-posUR[1]

CARSTATUS
-foglight[1] : bool
-abs[1] : bool
-light[1] : bool
-airbag[1] : bool

OBSERVATIONS
-COMPANYID[1] : string

1

*

POS is of Type
GML:POSITION;
contains X, Y, CRS

VEHICLETYPE is one of:
CAR, 
TRUCK, 
TRAILER_TRUCK, 
TAXI, 
BUS, 
MOTORBIKE, 
UNDEFINED

TS_0 xor DURATION 
must be present

Can contain either current values:
TEMP, WINDSPEED, RAINFALL
or forecast values:
MINTEMP, MAXTEMP
...

Polygon:GML:POLYGON
posLL:POSITION
posUR:POSITION

Not implemented in Version 1

SENSORTYPE is one of:
LOOP,
RADAR,
UNDEFINED

Data Collection Framework
Provides a maximum of flexibility for connecting new 
data sources by means of three data collection 
alternatives: 

• FCD source conforming to TRACK&TRADE Data 
Model - SOAP/HTTP connection with template cli-
ent interface provided.

• Existing data source through Web service wrap-
per installed at the source (push approach) - two 
levels to connect, (i) the communication layer - 
Web service client template adapted to the specific 
needs of the new source, e.g., wrapper for SQL cli-

ent, (ii) the data model layer - a translator to provide 
mediation from data source to the TRACK&TRADE 
data model (server side).

• Existing data source through polling the data 
from the legacy source - examination of specific 
interface of the data provider and connection using 
a custom-built interface. FCD is polled by the data 
mart from the source, i.e., the data provider has no 
control over when to deliver his FCD.

Map-Matching
Sophisticated map-matching algorithm relates FCD 
vehicle tracking data to road network. Algorithm 
tries to find a path in the road network matching 
most closely the vehicle trajectory. Curve matching 
algorithm uses the Fréchet distance function.

Data Management
TRACK&TRADE Data Store manages road network, 
collected FCD, travel times and travel time aggrega-
tion. Use of spatial indexes and spatiotemporal data 
warehousing technology developed for this project. 

Service Framework
Algorithmic functionality specifically developed in 
this project includes: 

• Travel Time Maps – a means to visualize traffic 
conditions 

• Travel Time Assessment – provision of current 
travel times 

• Travel Time Prediction – prediction of future travel 
times based on historic data causality

Provision of simple building blocks for new services 
(value-added services)

• Basic blocks - Access to computed travel times (API)
• Intermediate blocks - Algorithmic functional-

ity based on travel times, e.g., routing, travel time 
supervision (API)

• Advanced blocks - GUI including advanced 
(Cruiser-based) visualization 

TAXI


